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CAROLYN AND SHELBY MURRAY
Two years ago, Carolyn Murray almost lost hope
when the mobile trailer she shared with her daughter,
Shelby, began to deteriorate. The walls were full of
mould and the roof was leaking due to water
damage. It was also uninsulated, making it very cold
in the winter and expensive to heat. Their home had
become unliveable, but Carolyn didn’t see any other
options until a neighbour suggested applying
to Habitat for Humanity’s affordable homeownership
program.
When Carolyn and Shelby found out their application was approved, friends and family
from their community immediately came together to help with the build. Construction
on their home was completed in just three months thanks to the outpouring of
community support. In fact, in all of their builds, Habitat Moncton had never seen so
much help given - it was the true definition of a community effort.
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As a blind musician, Shelby travels all around the maritimes with local church groups
playing the piano, accordion, and tin flute. “Everybody in almost every church knows
her, so we had people near and far that contributed,” explains Carolyn.
Both Carolyn and Shelby have benefited greatly from their new home. In addition to
offering homeowners an interest-free mortgage, Habitat makes sure that homeowners
can afford payments on the home. Because their new home was built to be energy
efficient, it costs less to heat, allowing Carolyn to better meet other financial
obligations. Having something more affordable is a huge weight off Carolyn’s
shoulders.
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Carolyn and Shelby’s new Habitat home is a safe, decent home that not only allows
them to get by but have a better quality of life. “We have reliable heat, we have
insulation, the air we’re breathing is clean, and we don’t feel like we’re going to go
through the floor. And that all makes for a better, happier us,” says Carolyn. “It means
everything to have a home.”
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